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We theoretically describe a thermoelectric effect that is entirely due to Andreev processes involving the
formation of Cooper pairs through the coupling of electrons and holes. The Andreev thermoelectric effect can
occur in ballistic ferromagnet-superconductor junctions with a dominant superconducting proximity effect on the
ferromagnet, and it is very sensitive to surface states emerging in unconventional superconductors. We consider
hybrid junctions in two and three dimensions to demonstrate that the thermoelectric current is always reversed in
the presence of low-energy Andreev bound states at the superconductor surface. A microscopic analysis of the
proximity-induced pairing reveals that the thermoelectric effect only arises if even- and odd-frequency Cooper
pairs coexist in mixed singlet and triplet states. Our results are an example of the richness of emergent phenomena
in systems that combine magnetism and superconductivity, and they open a pathway for exploring exotic surface
states in unconventional superconductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric effects, where temperature gradients and
electric voltages are converted into each other, open a promis-
ing way to reuse waste heat in electronic devices [1]. In
mesoscopic conductors, a thermoelectric current can be gen-
erated by breaking the electron-hole symmetry around the
chemical potential. However, the current is usually small at
low temperatures. By contrast, large thermoelectric effects
have recently been predicted [2–4] and measured [5,6] in
hybrid junctions between superconductors and magnetic ma-
terials. The novel field of superconducting spintronics [7–9]
explores such phenomena that arise due to the interplay
between superconductivity and magnetism [10–15]. Interest-
ingly, by coupling the spin degree of freedom to the heat
(or charge) transport in ferromagnet-superconductor hybrid
junctions, it may be possible to develop more efficient ther-
moelectric devices [16–18], such as coolers [3,4,19] and
thermometers [20].

Many of these applications are based on conventional
superconductors with s-wave, spin-singlet pair potentials
[21]. By contrast, in unconventional superconductors [22,23],
Cooper pairs couple via anisotropic channels, such as d wave
[24–27], or form spin-triplet states [28–32]. One intriguing
aspect of unconventional superconductors is the possibility to
develop Andreev bound states (SABS), which occur due to
the anisotropy of the pair potentials. These edge states can
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be topologically protected [33–35] and may play the role of
Majorana states in condensed matter [36–39]. SABS are also
related to point or line nodes where the pairing potential van-
ishes [40,41], often leading to a pronounced zero-bias peak
in the tunneling conductance [23–25,42], such as the ones
observed in, e.g., high-Tc cuprates [43–49].

Here, we analyze the electrical current induced by a
temperature gradient across hybrid junctions involving
unconventional superconductors in two and three dimensions;
see Fig. 1. The thermoelectric effect has been measured in
ferromagnet-superconductor tunnel junctions under an exter-
nal magnetic field [5] or in proximity to a ferromagnetic insu-
lator [6]. For this reason, here we concentrate on the transport

FIG. 1. Thermoelectric effect and direction of the current in a
ferromagnet-superconductor hybrid junction. (a) Setup indicating the
hot and cold reservoirs. Assuming a majority of spin-up particles,
(b) a positive thermoelectric current flows into the superconductor in
the presence of SABS, while (c) a negative one runs out of it in their
absence.
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properties of ballistic ferromagnet–insulator–superconductor
(F-I-S) and ferromagnet–ferromagnetic-insulator–
superconductor (F-Fi-S) junctions described by scattering
theory [22,25,50]. Building on earlier work on the spin and
charge transport of F-I-S junctions with unconventional pair-
ings [51–60], we show that the thermoelectric current is dom-
inated by Andreev processes, where electrons and holes are
converted into each other at the surface of the superconductor.
Interestingly, the thermoelectric current changes sign in the
presence of SABS: it is positive (it runs into the superconduc-
tor) when the conductance features a zero-bias peak and it is
negative otherwise, as illustrated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

Earlier predictions of the thermoelectric effect in
ferromagnet-superconductor junctions required that the ex-
change field from the magnet penetrates the superconductor,
and thereby spin splits its density of states [21]. Such a
magnetic (or inverse) proximity effect can be achieved in
thin films of conventional superconductors [15,61], which
could be challenging to implement with unconventional ones.
Our results, by contrast, rely on the coupling between the
ferromagnet’s exchange field and the Cooper pairs leaking
out of the superconductor. When the superconducting prox-
imity effect takes place [62], quasiparticles can tunnel into the
superconductor only when the pairing rotational symmetry is
broken at the interface. However, this additional contribution
to the thermoelectric current is always smaller than the An-
dreev one for pairings featuring zero-bias peaks, and hence it
does not affect the direction of the current flow. An analysis
of the proximity-induced pair amplitude at the junction inter-
face, based on Green’s function techniques, allows us to show
that the Andreev thermoelectric current is only possible when
even- and odd-frequency Cooper pairs coexist [63–67]. The
thermoelectric effect is thus a signature of proximity-induced
odd-frequency pairing, and it thereby becomes a sensitive tool
to explore unconventional superconductivity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
the theoretical methods in Sec. II and explain the Andreev
thermoelectric effect and the current sign change in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV, we use Green’s function techniques to analyze
the proximity-induced pairing on the ferromagnetic region.
Section V discusses the quasiparticle contribution to the ther-
moelectric current. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

We consider ballistic junctions between a superconductor
and a magnetic normal-state metal separated by an insulating
barrier. Transport takes place in the x direction, with the super-
conductor extending over the region x � 0. In all cases below,
we assume perfectly flat and clean interfaces. Transport in
such junctions is described by the Bogoliubov–de Gennes
(BdG) equations

Ȟ� = E�, (1)

with E being the excitation energy. Particle-hole symmetry
imposes that every solution �E of the BdG equations with
excitation energy E is accompanied by another solution, �−E ,

FIG. 2. Andreev reflection in F-I-S junctions. (a) An electron
incident from the ferromagnet can be normal reflected (NR), Andreev
reflected (AR), or transmitted as an electronlike (ELQ) or hole-
like (HLQ) quasiparticle. (b) Momentum (top) and energy (bottom)
schematics of an Andreev-reflection process. Assuming k↑ > kF >

k↓, Andreev reflection is only possible for angles of incidence below
a critical value |θ | < θc, virtual Andreev reflections (VAR) take place
for θc < |θ | < θc2, and all incident particles are backscattered for
|θ | > θc2.

at energy −E . We then choose the basis

� = [ĉ↑(k), ĉ↓(k), ĉ†
↑(−k), ĉ†

↓(−k)]T (2)

in Nambu (particle-hole) and spin space, with ĉσ (k) being the
annihilation operator for an electron with spin σ =↑,↓ and
momentum k. The general form of the BdG Hamiltonian in
any region is

Ȟ (k) =
(

ĥ(k) − μσ̂0 �̂(k)eiφ

�̂†(k)e−iφ μσ̂0 − ĥ∗(−k)

)
, (3)

where σ̂0,1,2,3 are the usual Pauli matrices in spin space and μ

and �̂ are the chemical and pair potentials, respectively. It is
reasonable to assume that these quantities are constant in each
region. For the sake of simplicity, we take the same value of
the chemical potential on both sides of the junction. The pair
potential is zero in the normal region, which is a good ap-
proximation if the superconducting coherence length is much
larger than the Fermi wavelength. The superconducting phase
φ only plays a role in junctions with several superconductors,
and hence we omit it here.

In the following, we consider systems in either two or three
dimensions with the single-particle Hamiltonian

ĥ(r) = − h̄2∇2

2m
σ̂0 − U (x)σ̂3 + (V0σ̂0 + UBσ̂3)δ(x), (4)

where m is the electron mass and U (x) = U0�(−x) is the
exchange potential in the normal-state region, with U0 �
0 and �(x) being the Heaviside step function. The poten-
tial V0 describes the insulating barrier at the interface, with
UB accounting for the exchange potential of ferromagnetic
insulators. Assuming translational invariance in the plane
perpendicular to the direction of transport, r‖ = (y, z), the mo-
mentum parallel to it, k‖ = (ky, kz ), becomes a good quantum
number. For a given incident wave, all related wave vectors
lie in the same plane; see Fig. 2(a). We can then choose
the coordinate system so that transport depends only on the
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azimuthal angle θ = sin−1(|k‖|/kF), where kF = √
2mμ/h̄ is

the Fermi wave vector.
Inserting Eq. (4) into (3), the BdG equations can be decou-

pled into two spin channels if the pair potential �̂ is either a
diagonal or an off-diagonal matrix, i.e., proportional to σ̂0,3 or
σ̂1,2, respectively. The spin-singlet state, �̂(k) = �0(k)(iσ̂2),
always fulfills this condition. The triplet state, which we
parametrize as �̂(k) = d(k) · σ̂ (iσ̂2), with σ̂ being a vector of
Pauli matrices, fulfills the condition if d lies either along the z
axis or in the x-y plane. In the following, we only consider
pair potentials that fulfill these conditions and that couple
electrons with opposite spins. Therefore, the injected and An-
dreev reflected particles have opposite spins and, if U0 �= 0,
Andreev retroreflection does not take place [52]. Following
a quasiclassical approximation, where the magnitude of the
wave vectors is evaluated at the Fermi surface, translational
symmetry at the interface entails that

kσ sin θ = kF sin θS = kσ̄ sin θσ
A , (5)

where kσ = kF
√

1 + ρX , with X = U0/μ being the polar-
ization from the exchange field and ρ = 1 (−1) and σ̄ =↓
(↑), when σ =↑ (↓). Consequently, assuming up-spin in-
jection and X > 0, total (normal) reflection takes place for
θ > sin−1(kF/k↑) ≡ θc2, when kF < k↑, and the Andreev-
reflected wave becomes evanescent for the angles θc2 > θ >

sin−1(k↓/k↑) ≡ θc, if k↓ < kF < k↑. The latter case corre-
sponds to virtual Andreev reflections [52], which do not
contribute to the current; see Fig. 2.

For a given spin channel σ , the general solution for the
decoupled BdG equations is given by

�σ (x, r‖) = ψσ (x)eik‖·r‖ , (6)

where we have defined

ψσ (x) =
∑
α=±

[
mα

σ

(
1(

ηα
σ

)∗
α

σ

)
eikα

e,σ cos θαx

+ m̃α
σ

(
ηα

σα
σ

1

)
eikα

h,σ cos θ ′
αx

]
, (7)

with mα
σ (m̃α

σ ) being the amplitude for an electronlike (hole-
like) quasiparticle with direction of propagation α = ±. Here,
θ+ = θ and θ− = π − θ label right and left movers, respec-
tively, and we have defined ηα

σ = �α
σ/|�α

σ |, α
σ = |�α

σ |/(E +
�α

σ ), and

�α
σ =

⎧⎨
⎩

sgn(E )
√

E2 − ∣∣�α
σ

∣∣2, |E | >
∣∣�α

σ

∣∣
i
√∣∣�α

σ

∣∣2 − E2, |E | � ∣∣�α
σ

∣∣, (8)

where kα
e(h),σ = kF

√
1 + (−)�α

σ/μ + (−)ρX and �α
σ =

�σ (θα ) is the pair potential felt by an α-moving particle in
spin channel σ .

Figure 2(a) shows the scattering of an electron inci-
dent from the normal-state region into an Andreev reflected
hole (AR), a normal reflected electron (NR), an electron-
like quasiparticle transmitted to the superconductor (ELQ),
or a holelike transmitted quasiparticle (HLQ). The reflec-
tion amplitudes are obtained evaluating the wave function in
Eq. (7) for this scattering process and imposing the boundary

conditions

ψσ (0−) = ψσ (0+), (9a)

kFẐψσ (0−) = ∂xψσ |x=0+ − ∂xψσ |x=0− , (9b)

with

Ẑ = Z0σ̂0 + Zmσ̂3 = 2m(V0σ̂0 + UBσ̂3)/(h̄2kF). (10)

When solving Eqs. (9), we follow the Andreev approximation,
discarding terms of the order of E/μ and �0/μ, resulting
in kα

e(h),σ ≈ kF in the superconducting region (x > 0) and
kα

e(h),σ ≈ kσ (σ̄ ) for x < 0. Accordingly, for the scattering of an
incident electron with spin σ , the angles in Eq. (7) become
θ = θ ′ = θS for x > 0, and θ and θ ′ = θσ

A for x < 0.
The angle-resolved conductance per spin reads [50,52]

σσ (E , k‖) = 1 − |bσ |2 + λσ |aσ |2 ≡ 1 − Bσ + Aσ , (11)

where aσ (E , k‖) and bσ (E , k‖) are the Andreev- and normal-
reflection amplitudes, respectively, and we have defined λσ =
Re{kσ̄ cos θσ

A/(kσ cos θ )} and θσ
A = sin−1(kσ sin θ/kσ̄ ). By av-

eraging over all incident angles, the normalized conductance
becomes

σ (E ) = RN〈P↑σ↑(E , k‖) + P↓σ↓(E , k‖)〉k‖ , (12)

and the normal-state transmissivity is

〈σN〉k‖ = R−1
N =

〈 ∑
σ=↑,↓

4Pσ λσ
N∣∣1 + λσ

N + Z0+ρZm

cos θS

∣∣2
〉

k‖

, (13)

with λσ
N = kσ cos θ/(kF cos θS) and Pσ = (1 + ρX )/2. The

angle averages are given by [68]

〈Xσ (θ )〉k‖ = kσ

2kF

∫ π/2

−π/2
dθ cos θXσ (θ ), (14a)

〈Xσ (θ, φ)〉k‖ = k2
σ

πk2
F

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ π/2

0
dθ sin θ cos θXσ (θ, φ),

(14b)

for two and three dimensions, respectively. Finally, the elec-
trical current is

I (δT,V ) = 1

eRN

∫ ∞

−∞
dE δ f (E , δT,V )σ (E )

=
∑

σ=↑,↓

Pσ

eRN

∫ ∞

−∞
dE δ f 〈2Aσ + T qp

σ 〉k‖

= 2IA(δT,V ) + Iqp(δT,V ), (15)

where e is the electron charge and δ f (E , δT,V ) = f (E −
eV, T + δT ) − f (E , T ) is the difference of the Fermi dis-
tributions of the normal-state and superconducting contacts.
Here, f (E , T ) = [1 + exp(E/kBT )]−1 is the Fermi function
at temperature T , V is the applied voltage, and kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant. We have used the unitarity of the scattering
matrix to define the quasiparticle transmission probability into
the superconductor as T qp

σ = 1 − Bσ − Aσ . Consequently, in
Eq. (15), we can identify the two main contributions to the cur-
rent coming from Andreev processes (2IA) and quasiparticle
transfers (Iqp), respectively. Realistic hybrid junctions, built
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from different materials, will always feature some backscat-
tering at the interface [69], which affects both Aσ and T qp

σ .
Therefore, in the following, we consider a finite barrier Z0 �=
0, unless otherwise specified.

If the junction is subjected to a temperature gradient δT
in the absence of an applied voltage, V = 0, the difference of
the Fermi distributions in each contact is an odd function of
the energy E , i.e., δ f (E , δT, 0) = −δ f (−E , δT, 0). The ther-
moelectric current is then the integral of Eq. (12) multiplied
by an odd function of the energy. Therefore, only the part of
Eq. (12) that is odd in the energy will contribute to the integral.
Using the antisymmetry of the difference of Fermi functions,
we then find

eRNI (δT, 0) =
∫ ∞

0
dE δ f (E , δT, 0)[σ (E ) − σ (−E )],

(16)
which vanishes if σ (E ) = σ (−E ), as in the case of conven-
tional normal-metal–insulator–superconductor (N-I-S) junc-
tions. On the other hand, a thermoelectric current can be
induced by an asymmetry in the conductance, as we explain
in the following section.

III. ANDREEV THERMOELECTRIC EFFECT

To illustrate the effect of SABS on the thermoelectric cur-
rent, we start by considering a singlet (dxy + is)-wave pairing,

�̂d+is(θ ) = �T[�1 sin(2θ ) + i�2]iσ̂2, (17)

with �1 + �2 = 1. Henceforth, the pairing temperature de-
pendence is included in the amplitude by the interpolation
formula �T/�0 = tanh(1.74

√
Tc/T − 1). This pair potential

was proposed as a fragile state [49,70] that could explain
the splitting of the zero-bias peak in high-Tc superconductors
[48]. We choose it because the parameter �1 = 1 − �2 con-
trols the evolution from a gap profile (s-wave, �1 = 0) into a
zero-energy state (dxy-wave, �1 = 1).

The tunnel spectroscopy of the (dxy + is)-wave state
[Fig. 3(a)] reveals that the zero-energy peak in the conduc-
tance from the dxy-wave pairing splits in the presence of a
small s-wave component until the Andreev resonances reach
the gap edges at E = ±�0, when �1 = 0.

The splitting of the zero-bias peak becomes asymmetric
with the energy for an F-I-S junction with X �= 0. The energy-
antisymmetric part of the resulting conductance, [σ (E ) −
σ (−E )]/2 in Fig. 3(b), presents a Fano-like sign change at the
resonance positions. While well-separated resonances feature
two Fano-like line shapes, i.e., one for positive and another for
negative energies, there is only one Fano-like resonance when
the SABS merge around zero energy (�1 � 1).

This different behavior for separated and merged reso-
nances explains the sign change in the current [Figs. 3(c) and
3(d)]. For a merged resonance, the antisymmetric contribu-
tion to the conductance around zero energy follows the same
profile as the difference in Fermi distributions δ f [indicated
by a gray dotted line in Fig. 3(b)]. Consequently, the thermo-
electric current is positive after integrating over the energy.
By contrast, for separated resonances located at E = ±δE ,
with δE > 0, the antisymmetric part of the conductance has
the opposite sign to δ f in the energy range |E | < δE . For ex-

FIG. 3. (a) Conductance, (b) its antisymmetric part, and
(c),(d) the thermoelectric current for a two-dimensional junction with
dxy + is-wave pairing. The dotted line in (b) is the difference in Fermi
distribution functions for T = 0.2Tc and δT = 0.2Tc. Thermoelectric
current as a function of (c) the temperature bias for T = 0.2Tc and
(d) the base temperature with δT = T/2. In all cases, we have used
X = 0.5, Z0 = 3, and Zm = 0.

perimentally relevant temperatures [5,6], T � Tc/2 and δT �
0.3Tc, this energy window provides the biggest contribution
to the integral, and the resulting current is thus negative; see
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The transition between these two regimes
depends on the energy splitting between the SABS, with δE �
�0/4 enough to avoid a temperature-induced sign change.

We stress here that the asymmetry in the conductance only
occurs at subgap energies, where the normal and Andreev
probabilities for each spin channel, Bσ = |bσ |2 and Aσ =
λσ |aσ |2, respectively [cf. Eq. (11)], fulfill Bσ = 1 − Aσ . Con-
sequently, the conductance is only due to Andreev processes,
i.e., σ = 2RN〈P↑A↑ + P↓A↓〉k‖ , and the resulting thermoelec-
tric current in Eq. (15) is Andreev dominated, that is,

I (δT,V = 0) = 2IA(δT,V = 0). (18)

We have thus demonstrated the Andreev thermoelectric effect
for an F-I-S junction with X �= 0 and (dxy + is)-wave pairing
and how the current goes from positive to negative in the pres-
ence or absence, respectively, of low-energy SABS. Within
our approach, the necessary and sufficient condition for the
Andreev thermoelectric effect is to break time-reversal and
particle-hole symmetries per spin species so that the tunnel
conductance becomes asymmetric with respect to the energy;
cf. Eq. (16). This can be achieved for any pairing state in
an F-I-S junction with X �= 0, as a result of the different
polarization of each spin channel shown in Eq. (12).

Indeed, the Andreev thermoelectric effect can occur in
well-known unconventional superconductors. The (d + is)-
wave pairing of our example explains a specific state of
high-Tc superconductors, which, more generally, feature an
anisotropic d-wave singlet pair potential [22,71]. Spin-triplet
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TABLE I. Pairing potentials indicating the spin state, angular
dependence, and the condition for the emergence of SABS.

Spin Wave �̂(θ±) SABS

Singlet s �Tiσ̂2 ×
Triplet p (±�1 cos θ + i�2 sin θ )�Tσ̂1 �1 �= 0
Singlet d (�1 cos 2θ ± i�2 sin 2θ )�Tiσ̂2 �2 �= 0

p-wave states have been suggested as an explanation of the
properties of UPt3, Sr2RuO4, and other Ru-based compounds
[30–32]. Some of these materials can develop topological
phases, with the emergence of chiral states [32]. Most of
these cases can be described by the pairing potentials listed in
Table I. Some three-dimensional (3D) chiral superconductors
feature more complicated potentials that we detail later. In
this section, we assume that the pairing rotational symme-
try is preserved at the junction interface. We also define the
effective pairing potentials for the right-moving electronlike
and holelike quasiparticles in the superconducting region as
�+

σ and �−
σ , respectively; see Fig. 2(a). Rotational symmetry

guarantees that |�+
σ | = |�−

σ |, and transmitted quasiparticles
with the same spin thus experience the same pairing.

The spectral differential conductance (Fig. 4) illustrates the
effect of the exchange fields on the subgap Andreev states
for the four types of junctions considered here. For a tunnel

N-I-S junction, it reveals the dispersion of the superconduct-
ing pairing. For example, the dx2−y2 wave features a nodal
gap without SABS, while the dxy wave presents the same
anisotropy but displays zero-energy states; cf. Figs. 4(a) and
4(b). The chiral p- and d-wave states [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d),
respectively] have SABS with linear dispersions, but only
the chiral p-wave state crosses the zero-energy point at zero
momentum. In all cases, a ferromagnetic insulating barrier
[ normal-metal–ferromagnetic-insulator–superconductor (N-
Fi-S) junction] causes a spin splitting of the spectrum, which
is very weak for the gapped dx2−y2 -wave case, but pronounced
if SABS are present. The splitting, however, does not cause
any asymmetry. Consequently, there is no current flowing
from a temperature bias in an N-Fi-S junction.

A spin-active barrier alone is not enough to generate a
thermoelectric effect; breaking time-reversal and particle-hole
symmetries per spin species requires at least an F-I-S junc-
tion. When X �= 0, the angle of incidence θ for each spin
channel becomes different; see Fig. 2(b). The maps in Fig. 4
show the superposed contribution of both channels, given by
Eq. (11), revealing a strong angular asymmetry. In F-Fi-S
junctions, the spin-active barrier further splits the spin bands,
which, in addition to the angular asymmetry, greatly affects
the thermoelectric current. If the spin-active barrier favors the
majority spin species, in our case when Zm > 0 if X > 0, the
asymmetry at subgap energies is enhanced for all pairings;

FIG. 4. Spectral differential conductance (
∑

σ Pσ σσ /σN), where bright colors represent large conductances, for different junctions with the
two-dimensional pair potentials (a) dx2−y2 wave, (b) dxy wave, (c) chiral p wave (χp), and (d) chiral d wave (χd ). N-I-S and N-Fi-S (F-I-S and
F-Fi-S) junctions have X = 0 (X = 0.5) and Zm = 0 and Zm = 2.5, respectively. We set Z0 = 5 in all cases.
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FIG. 5. Thermoelectric effect for the two-dimensional pair po-
tentials listed in Table I. (a) F-I-S junction with Zm = 0. (b) F-Fi-S
junction with X = 0.5. In all cases, Z0 = 3, T = 0.2Tc, and δT =
0.2Tc.

see Fig. 4. The resulting current is enhanced by an order of
magnitude. Otherwise, when Zm < 0 for X > 0, the current
flow is reversed; see Fig. 5. The resulting thermoelectric cur-
rents still have opposite signs for gapped pairings and those
featuring SABS, but their magnitude is smaller than for the
case with parallel exchange fields. Notice that the crossover
point takes place at Zm < 0 since there is a finite current at
Zm = 0; cf. Fig. 5(a).

Figure 5 shows how the sign of the thermoelectric current
is positive (negative) for superconducting pairings featuring
low-energy SABS (gap) in the conductance. To explain the
direction of the current flow for the chiral p- or d-wave pair-
ings, we need to take into account that for a given angle θ , the
SABS can be located at any subgap energy; see Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). After the angle average, however, the biggest contribu-
tions come from the angles around normal incidence (θ ∼ 0).
Therefore, the chiral p-wave pairing follows the behavior of
a merged resonance, with a positive current, while the chiral
d-wave case behaves like a separated one and thus provides a
negative current. This different behavior of the chiral states is
not always captured by the tunneling conductance, especially
for 3D chiral superconductors [41].

The sign of the Andreev thermoelectric current thus pin-
points the presence or absence of low-energy Andreev states.
If the SABS are exactly at zero energy, such as for the px-
and dxy-wave cases, the positive current is usually one or two
orders of magnitude stronger than the negative one for gapped
pairings; see Fig. 4. We note here that the negative current
for gapped superconductors is already much larger than the
expected thermoelectric current for equivalent, nonsupercon-
ducting junctions [2–4,72].

IV. ODD-FREQUENCY PAIRING

We now show how a finite thermoelectric current is only
possible if even- and odd-frequency Cooper pairs coexist with

similar amplitude. The Andreev-reflection amplitude is re-
lated to the proximity-induced pairing, which can be described
by the anomalous part of the Green’s function associated to
Eq. (3). Following Refs. [22,73–84] (see all the details in the
Appendix), we can write the anomalous Green’s function as

Ĝr
he(x, x′; E , θS ) = ( f0σ̂0 − f3σ̂3)(iσ̂2), (19)

where we have identified the spin-symmetric singlet and
triplet components f0 and f3, respectively, as

f r
0,3(0, 0; E , θS ) = aS,T

ih̄
= a1↑(E , θS )

i2h̄v↑
∓ a1↓(E , θS )

i2h̄v↓
. (20)

Here, aS,T are the singlet and triplet Andreev-reflection ampli-
tudes (a1σ corresponds to an injected electron in spin channel
σ ) and we have approximated the wave vectors as kσ

e,h ≈
kσ ± E/(h̄vσ ), with kσ = kF

√
cos2 θS + ρX and vσ = h̄kσ /m.

It simplifies the symmetry analysis to use to reference the an-
gle in the superconductor, θS , which is the same for both spin
channels, and only consider the anomalous Green’s function
evaluated at the interface, where x = x′ = 0.

Next, we define the even- and odd-parity parts of
the anomalous functions as f r

μ,±(E ) = [ f r
μ(x, x′, E , θS ) ±

f r
μ(x′, x, E ,−θS )]/2, with μ = 0, 3 and the sign change in

the angle due to the exchange y ↔ y′. Then, to study the
frequency dependence of the anomalous function, we use the
retarded and advanced functions for positive and negative fre-
quencies, respectively [79], since only there do these functions
have physical meaning. Consequently, the anomalous function

f (x, x′; E , θS ) =
{

f r (x, x′; E , θS ), E > 0
f a(x, x′; E , θS ), E < 0 (21)

connects both energy branches. Once the anomalous function
in Eq. (21) is fully symmetric with respect to spin and parity, it
belongs to one of four possible symmetry classes. We label the
different classes by their spin state, singlet (S) or triplet (T),
and their symmetry, even (E) or odd (O), with respect to fre-
quency and space coordinates. For example, even-frequency,
singlet, even-parity is ESE and even-frequency, triplet, odd-
parity is ETO [63,65–67].

It is now useful to define the shorthand notation aα
β =

(αE , βθ ), with α, β = ± and a standing for either of aS,T ,
and thus write the energy- and angle-symmetric parts of the
amplitude a as

aEe,Eo = 1
4 (a+

+ + a−
+ ± a+

− ± a−
−), (22a)

aOe,Oo = 1
4 (a+

+ − a−
+ ± a+

− ∓ a−
−). (22b)

Here, the index aE ,O (ae,o) labels the even and odd parts
of the amplitude with respect to the energy (angle). From
the particle-hole symmetry of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3)
and the microreversibility of the scattering matrix, we ob-
tain the condition v↓,↑a1↑,↓(E , θ ) = −v↑,↓a∗

1↓,↑(−E ,−θ ) for

|θS| � θc = sin−1
√

1 − X ; see the Appendix for more de-
tails. Once applied to the singlet and triplet amplitudes, this
condition reads aS,T (E , θ ) = ±a∗

S,T (−E ,−θ ), and combined
with Eq. (22) reveals that in the absence of virtual Andreev
processes (|θS| � θc), the amplitudes aEe

S , aOo
S , aEo

T , and aOe
T
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are real, while the rest are purely imaginary. Therefore, at the
interface, we find

fESE =
{

− i
2h̄

(
aEe

S + iāOe
S

)
, E > 0

− i
2h̄

(
aEe

S + iāOe
S

)
, E < 0,

(23a)

fOSO =
{

− i
2h̄

(
aOo

S + iāEo
S

)
, E > 0

+ i
2h̄

(
aOo

S + iāEo
S

)
, E < 0,

(23b)

fETO =
{

− i
2h̄

(
aEo

T + iāOo
T

)
, E > 0

− i
2h̄

(
aEo

T + iāOo
T

)
, E < 0,

(23c)

fOTE =
{

− i
2h̄

(
aOe

T + iāEe
T

)
, E > 0

+ i
2h̄

(
aOe

T + iāEe
T

)
, E < 0,

(23d)

where we substituted the purely imaginary amplitudes as a =
iā, with ā being real. It is then straightforward to check that
fESE and fOSO in Eq. (23) are, respectively, even and odd in
both frequency and parity [85].

We can now establish a connection between the ther-
moelectric current and the symmetry of the pairing state.
Focusing on the Andreev contribution to Eq. (16), which we
have demonstrated to be equal to the total current, we find

IA = 1

eRN

∫ ∞

0
dE δ f 〈v↑v↓

[|aS (E )|2 − |aS (−E )|2

+ |aT (E )|2 − |aT (−E )|2
+ 2XRe{aS (E )a∗

T (E ) − aS (−E )a∗
T (−E )}]〉k‖ , (24)

where we have used that λσ = vσ̄ /vσ . It is clear from Eq. (24)
that a finite polarization (X �= 0) couples the spin singlet and
triplet states, resulting in a new contribution to the current. To
identify the scattering amplitudes with the anomalous Green’s
function, we first note that the virtual Andreev processes do
not contribute to the current and thus the angle average is lim-
ited to |θS| � θc. Then, using Eqs. (22) and (23), we can write
the scattering amplitudes in the absence of virtual processes
as

aS (E ) = 2ih̄ fESE + 2ih̄ fOSO, (25a)

aS (−E ) = 2ih̄( fESE)∗ − 2ih̄( fOSO)∗, (25b)

aT (E ) = 2ih̄ fOTE + 2ih̄ fETO, (25c)

aT (−E ) = 2ih̄( fETO)∗ − 2ih̄( fOTE)∗. (25d)

Inserting Eqs. (25) into Eq. (24), the current becomes

IA = 16h̄2

eRN

∫ ∞

0
dE δ f

× Re{〈v↑v↓[( fESE)∗ fOSO + ( fETO)∗ fOTE]

+v↑v↓X [( fESE)∗ fOTE + ( fETO)∗ fOSO]〉k‖ }. (26)

In general, the angle average of the product of functions of op-
posite parity in the same spin state is zero, i.e., 〈 f ∗

ESE fOSO〉k‖ =
〈 f ∗

ETO fOTE〉k‖ = 0. Consequently, there is no thermoelectric
current in N-I-S junctions, with X = 0, even though a strong
odd-frequency pairing appears in the presence of SABS [67].
By contrast, in F-I-S junctions for arbitrary pairings (see
Fig. 5), the thermoelectric effect is then due to the term pro-
portional to X , which mixes even- and odd-frequency terms

with different spin states [86]. Therefore, the Andreev ther-
moelectric effect is only possible if even- and odd-frequency
pairing coexist [87].

V. BROKEN ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY

In all the previous results, the Andreev thermoelectric
effect is due to subgap processes where only Cooper pairs
are transmitted into the superconductor [see Eq. (18)], for
any value of X or Zm. However, the transport properties of
unconventional anisotropic pairings depend strongly on the
relative orientation between the pairing potential and the junc-
tion interface. For example, for dxy-wave pairing, the effective
pairings for electron- and holelike quasiparticles are �±

σ =
±ρ�0 sin (2θ − 2α), respectively, where α is the misalign-
ment angle [25,26]. When α is different from one of the highly
symmetric orientations, α �= 0, π/4, the rotational symmetry
for the dxy wave is broken and |�+

σ | �= |�−
σ |, resulting in a

small contribution to the thermoelectric current from quasi-
particles.

We show the effect of the misalignment angle in an F-I-S
junction with dxy + is-wave pairing in Fig. 6(a). When α �=
0, π/4, the transport properties change. For normalized ener-
gies E/�0 below �2 = 1 − �1, the system is fully gapped,
the condition σ = 2RN〈P↑A↑ + P↓A↓〉k‖ holds, and the anti-
symmetric part of the conductance is only due to Andreev
processes. However, for �2 < |E/�0| < 1, quasiparticles can
be transferred into the superconductor. Consequently, the
subgap condition Aσ + Bσ = 1 no longer holds and the quasi-
particle term Iqp becomes finite in Eq. (15). Even though the
current now has two contributions, IA and Iqp, we are clearly
in the situation where IA > Iqp; see inset of Fig. 6(a). For the
two-dimensional pairings considered here, the quasiparticle
current generated by a broken rotational symmetry is not
enough to change the sign of the total current around the
highly symmetric orientations.

The results from the previous section can be extended to
3D unconventional superconductors without loss of general-
ity. In higher dimensions, however, the energy dispersion of
SABS can become more complicated [88,89]. Recently, the
exotic SABS of 3D chiral superconductors have attracted a lot
of attention due to the simultaneous presence of line and point
nodes [90–99]. The SABS of 3D chiral superconductors are
predicted to originate from the pair potential

�̂ν
3d(k) = �T

k′
x(ky + ik′

z )ν

rνkν+1
F

×
{

iσ̂2, ν odd
σ̂1, ν even,

(27)

with k′
x = kx cos α − kz sin α, k′

z = kx sin α + kz cos α, α be-
ing the misalignment angle from the kx axis, ν a nonzero inte-
ger [40,41], and the normalization factors (rν=0, rν=1, rν=2) =
(1, 1/2, 2/

√
27). For ν = 0, the potential features a line node,

while it has two point nodes and a line node for ν = 1, 2. The
pairing is in a spin-triplet (singlet) state for ν even (odd).

While the case with ν = 0 generalizes the two-dimensional
chiral p-wave triplet pairing of the previous section, the cases
with finite ν are relevant for heavy fermion superconductors,
with ν = 1 and ν = 2 corresponding to the candidate pairing
symmetries of URu2Si2 [100–102] and UPt3 [103–107], re-
spectively. The topological origin of the flat-band SABS and
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FIG. 6. Thermoelectric current as a function of the misalignment angle α in an F-I-S junction. (a) two-dimensional (dxy + is)-wave pairing
for different values of �1. (b) 3D chiral pairing in Eq. (27) for ν = 1, 2. Top panels show the relative orientation between the pairing potential
and the interface. The insets show the quasiparticle contribution to the current. In all cases, we set X = 0.5, Z0 = 3, Zm = 0, T = 0.1Tc, and
δT = 0.2Tc.

its fragility against surface misalignment have been clarified
in previous works [40], together with the SABS energy dis-
persion [41]. It was found that a unique characteristic of the
ν = 1, 2 pairings is that an external exchange field can turn a
zero-bias conductance peak into a dip, due to the complicated
dispersion of the SABS [41]. Consequently, an equivalent sign
change in the thermoelectric current appears here.

The thermoelectric current for 3D chiral superconductors
behaves like the two-dimensional cases for highly symmetric
orientations (α = 0, π/2). For different surface misalign-
ments, however, the quasiparticle contribution from broken
rotational symmetry can affect the sign of the current; see
Fig. 6(b). In the presence of a zero-energy SABS, however,
the quasiparticle contribution is smaller than the Andreev
one and the current remains positive. The sign change of the
thermoelectric current thus clearly indicates the presence of
SABS, even when they have a complicated energy dispersion.
Moreover, some orientations, such as α = π/2, have a very
different zero-energy behavior depending on the value of ν.
For ν = 1 and ν = 2, the pairing can be regarded as a chiral p
wave or chiral d wave, which feature the opposite signs of the
current. Consequently, the sign of the thermoelectric current
is, again, a good indicator of the presence of SABS, even if
the surface states display a complicated dispersion relation.

VI. SUMMARY

Following a microscopic scattering approach, we have
shown that the thermoelectric effect in ferromagnet-
superconductor junctions can be entirely dominated by subgap
Andreev processes. Consequently, the electric current from a
temperature bias changes sign in the presence of SABS from
unconventional superconductivity and is thus a sensitive tool
to identify these surface states.

When the rotational symmetry of the pairing potential is
maintained at the junction interface (that is, |�+

σ | = |�−
σ | for

each spin channel σ ), the transport asymmetry that gives rise
to the thermoelectric effect occurs only at subgap energies.
The resulting current is dominated by Andreev processes,
I (δT ) = 2IA(δT ), with no quasiparticle transfer into the su-
perconductor. A finite polarization induced by a Zeeman
exchange field X in an F-I-S junction is a necessary and
sufficient condition for this Andreev thermoelectric effect. An
additional intermediate ferromagnetic insulator, F-Fi-S junc-
tion, enhances the magnitude of the current if the majority
spin species is favored (i.e., Zm > 0 for X > 0). We have
shown how the exchange field allows for the coupling of even-
and odd-frequency Cooper pairs leaking out of the supercon-
ductor, which provide the main contribution to the Andreev
thermoelectric current. Thermoelectric measurements in F-I-S
setups can thus complement recent experimental signatures of
odd-frequency pairing [108].

For F-Fi-S junctions, we restricted our analysis to the
case of collinear exchange fields in the ferromagnet and fer-
romagnetic insulator. For noncollinear fields, a long-range,
odd-frequency triplet state emerges [11–13,109], which could
enhance the thermoelectric current according to Eq. (26)
[110,111]. In particular, Ref. [111] shows that a large figure
of merit is possible for F-Fi-S junctions with noncollinear
exchange fields and conventional superconductors.

When the pairing rotational symmetry is broken (|�+
σ | �=

|�−
σ |), quasiparticle transfers into the superconductor are

allowed and contribute to the thermoelectric current. Such
contributions could change the sign of the current and mask
the presence of SABS. However, we have analyzed the ther-
moelectric effect for two- and three-dimensional pairings with
a strong angular dependence and, when low-energy SABS
are present, the current is positive, Andreev dominated, and
has a strong magnitude around highly symmetric orientations.
As such, the sign of the thermoelectric current could help
identify the pairing state, even for cases where the outcome
of tunneling spectroscopy can be ambiguous.
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In conclusion, exploring the thermoelectric effect in
ferromagnet-superconductor hybrid junctions involving un-
conventional superconductors offers a sensitive method to
identify emerging surface Andreev states. Our results can
be easily extended to heterostructures where topological
superconductivity is artificially engineered by combining con-
ventional superconductors with topological materials [112].
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APPENDIX A: RETARDED GREEN’S FUNCTION

Following Refs. [22,73–84], the retarded Green’s function
associated with the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) is constructed from
a linear combination of scattering states obtained from Eq. (7)
with the appropriate boundary conditions. We now describe
the main steps of this method for a generic pairing potential.

First, since the spin channels in Eq. (3) are decoupled, we
only need to work with the reduced Hamiltonian

Ĥσ (x, k) =
(

hσ (x) − μ �σ (k‖/kF)eiφ

�∗
σ (k‖/kF)e−iφ μ − hσ (x)

)
, (A1)

where

hσ (x) = − h̄2

2m

d2

dx2
− ρU (x) + (V0 − ρUB)δ(x). (A2)

The retarded Green’s function thus satisfies the equation of
motion,

δ(x − x′) = [Ê+ − Ĥσ (x, k)]Ĝr
σ (x, x′; E , k‖)

= Ĝr
σ (x, x′; E , k‖)[Ê+ − ĤT

σ (x, k)], (A3)

with Ê+ = (E + i0+)σ̂0, which can be integrated to obtain the
following boundary conditions:

0 = Ĝr
σ (x, x + 0+) − Ĝr

σ (x, x − 0+), (A4a)

2m

h̄2 τ̂3 = ∂xĜr
σ (x, x′)|x=x′+0+ − ∂xĜr

σ (x, x′)|x=x′−0+ . (A4b)

A general solution of the BdG equations for Ĥσ (x, k) takes
the form

�σ (r) = ei(kyy+kzz)
∑
α=±

[
mα

σψαkσ
1
eαikσ

1 x + nα
σ ψαkσ

2
eαikσ

2 x
]
,

where ψ±kσ
1

= [1, (η±
σ )∗±

σ ]T (ψ±kσ
2

= [η±
σ ±

σ , 1]T ) is the
solution for an electronlike (holelike) quasiparticle with am-
plitude mα

σ (nα
σ ); cf. Eq. (7). For the transposed Hamiltonian,

we find

�̃σ (r) = e−i(kyy+kzz)
∑
α=±

[
m̃α

σ ψ̃αkσ
1
eαikσ

1 x + ñα
σ ψ̃αkσ

2
eαikσ

2 x
]
,

with ψ̃±kσ
1

= [1, η∓
σ ∓

σ ]T and ψ̃±kσ
2

= [(η∓
σ )∗∓

σ , 1]T . Notice
that both the extra conjugation and the exchange θ+ ↔ θ−
are a result of the transposition (we take the superconducting
phase to be zero for the sake of simplicity). The four possi-
ble scattering states for an F-I-S junction are injection of an
electron (1) or hole (2) from the ferromagnet and injection
of an electronlike (3) or holelike (4) quasiparticle from the
superconductor. Specifically, we have

φσ,1(x) =
{
ψ+kσ

e
eikσ

e x + aσ
1 ψ+kσ

h
eikσ

h x + bσ
1 ψ−kσ

e
e−ikσ

e x, x < 0

cσ
1 ψ+kσ

1
eikσ

1 x + dσ
1 ψ−kσ

2
e−ikσ

2 x, x > 0,
(A5a)

φσ,2(x) =
{
ψ−kσ

h
e−ikσ

h x + bσ
2 ψ+kσ

h
eikσ

h x + aσ
2 ψ−kσ

e
e−ikσ

e x, x < 0

dσ
2 ψ+kσ

1
eikσ

1 x + cσ
2 ψ−kσ

2
e−ikσ

2 x, x > 0,
(A5b)

φσ,3(x) =
{

dσ
3 ψ+kσ

h
eikσ

h x + cσ
3 ψ−kσ

e
e−ikσ

e x, x < 0

ψ−kσ
1
e−ikσ

1 x + bσ
3 ψ+kσ

1
eikσ

1 x + aσ
3 ψ−kσ

2
e−ikσ

2 x, x > 0,
(A5c)

φσ,4(x) =
{

cσ
4 ψ+kσ

h
eikσ

h x + dσ
4 ψ−kσ

e
e−ikσ

e x, x < 0

ψkσ
2
eikσ

1 x + aσ
4 ψ+kσ

1
eikσ

1 x + bσ
4 ψ−kσ

2
e−ikσ

2 x, x > 0,
(A5d)

where the wave vectors in the normal regions are kσ
e,h and thus ψ±kσ

e
= (1, 0)T and ψ±kσ

h
= (0, 1)T , since η±

σ = 0. Finally, the
retarded Green’s function is a linear combination of asymptotic solutions of Ĥσ (x, k) and ĤT

σ (x, k), namely,

Ĝr
σ (x, x′) =

{
φσ,3(x)

[
ασ

1 φ̃T
σ,1(x′) + ασ

3 φ̃T
σ,2(x′)

] + φσ,4(x)
[
ασ

2 φ̃T
σ,1(x′) + ασ

4 φ̃T
σ,2(x′)

]
, x < x′

φσ,1(x)
[
βσ

1 φ̃T
σ,3(x′) + βσ

3 φ̃T
σ,4(x′)

] + φσ,2(x)
[
βσ

2 φ̃T
σ,3(x′) + βσ

4 φ̃T
σ,4(x′)

]
, x > x′.

(A6)

The coefficients of the linear combination are obtained by imposing the boundary conditions in Eq. (A4). Focusing on the
region with x, x′ < 0, we find, from the Nambu-diagonal elements, the system of equations

dσ
3 ασ

1 + cσ
4 ασ

3 = d̃σ
3 β1 + c̃σ

4 βσ
3 = cσ

3 ασ
2 + dσ

4 ασ
4 = c̃σ

3 β2 + d̃σ
4 βσ

4 = 0, (A7a)
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cσ
3 ασ

1 + dσ
4 ασ

3 − c̃σ
3 β1 − d̃σ

4 βσ
3 = dσ

3 ασ
2 + cσ

4 ασ
4 − d̃σ

3 β2 − c̃σ
4 βσ

4 = 0, (A7b)

cσ
3 ασ

1 + dσ
4 ασ

3 + c̃σ
3 β1 + d̃σ

4 βσ
3 = 2m

ih̄2kσ
e

, (A7c)

dσ
3 ασ

2 + cσ
4 ασ

4 + d̃σ
3 β2 + c̃σ

4 βσ
4 = 2m

ih̄2kσ
h

, (A7d)

resulting in

ασ
1 = − cσ

4

dσ
3

ασ
3 = −i

h̄vσ
e

cσ
4

cσ
3 cσ

4 − dσ
3 dσ

4

, ασ
2 = −dσ

4

cσ
3

ασ
4 = i

h̄vσ
h

dσ
4

cσ
3 cσ

4 − dσ
3 dσ

4

, (A8a)

βσ
1 = − c̃σ

4

d̃σ
3

βσ
3 = −i

h̄vσ
e

c̃σ
4

c̃σ
3 c̃σ

4 − d̃σ
3 d̃σ

4

, βσ
2 = − d̃σ

4

c̃σ
3

βσ
4 = i

h̄vσ
h

d̃σ
4

d̃σ
3 d̃σ

4 − d̃σ
3 d̃σ

4

, (A8b)

with vσ
e,h = h̄kσ

e,h/m being the velocity for spin σ electrons and holes, respectively. On the other hand, the Nambu off-diagonal
sector provides the detailed balance equations

kσ
h ãσ

1 = kσ
e aσ

2 , kσ
h aσ

1 = kσ
e ãσ

2 , (A9)

which can be demonstrated using the Wronskian of the scattering processes 1 and 2. For Nambu spinors ψ j (x) = [u j (x), v j (x)]T ,
the Wronskian is defined as

W [ψi(x), ψ j (x)] ≡ uiu
′
j − u ju

′
i − (

viv
′
j − v jv

′
i

)
, (A10)

with u′ = du(x)/dx. For the scattering processes 1 and 2, we obtain

W [φσ,1(x), φ̃σ,2] =
{

2i(kσ
h aσ

1 − kσ
e ãσ

2 ), x < 0
0, x > 0.

(A11)

The Wronskian is independent of the coordinate x and, thus, by equating the two branches of the Wronskian, we obtain one of
the detailed balance equations in Eq. (A9). The other one comes from W [φ̃σ,1(x), φσ,2].

By plugging the linear coefficients in Eq. (A8) into Eq. (A6), and using the detailed balance relations in Eq. (A9), we obtain
the retarded Green’s function per spin channel in the normal region as

Ĝr
σ (x, x′) = 1

ih̄

(
1
vσ

e

[
eikσ

e |x−x′| + bσ
1 eikσ

e (x+x′ )
] aσ

2
vσ

h
e−i(kσ

e x−kσ
h x′ )

aσ
1

vσ
e

ei(kσ
h x−kσ

e x′ ) 1
vσ

h

[
e−ikσ

h |x−x′| + bσ
2 e−ikσ

h (x+x′ )
]
)

. (A12)

APPENDIX B: SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF THE ANOMALOUS GREEN’S FUNCTION

Using as reference the angle in the superconductor, θS , which does not change with the spin channel, we approximate the
wave vectors in the normal region as follows:

kσ
e(h) = kF

√
1 + ρX + (−)

E

μ
− k2

y

k2
F

= kF

√
cos2 θS + ρX + (−)

E

μ
≈ kσ + (−)

E

h̄vσ

, (B1)

with kσ = kF

√
cos2 θS + ρX and vσ = h̄kσ /m. The spatial dependence of the anomalous part is thus approximated as

1

v
↑
e

ei(k↑
h x−k↑

e x′ ) = 1

v↑
ei(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ )

,
1

v
↑
h

e−i(k↑
e x−k↑

h x′ ) = 1

v↓
e−i(k↑x−k↓x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↑ + x′
v↓ )

, (B2a)

1

v
↓
e

ei(k↓
h x−k↓

e x′ ) = 1

v↓
ei(k↑x−k↓x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↑ + x′
v↓ )

,
1

v
↓
h

e−i(k↓
e x−k↓

h x′ ) = 1

v↑
e−i(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ )

. (B2b)

The anomalous part of the spinful Green’s function is then given by the functions

Ĝr
he(x, x′) = 1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 a↓

1
v↓

ei(k↑x−k↓x′ )e
−i E

h̄ ( x
v↑ + x′

v↓ )

a↑
1

v↑
ei(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ )

0

⎞
⎠, (B3)

Ĝr
eh(x, x′) = 1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 a↑

2
v↓

e−i(k↑x−k↓x′ )e
−i E

h̄ ( x
v↑ + x′

v↓ )

a↓
2

v↑
e−i(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ )

0

⎞
⎠. (B4)
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Next, we compute the advanced anomalous Green’s function Ĝa
he from Ĝr

eh using the property Ǧa(r, r′) = [Ǧr (r′, r)]†,
resulting in

Ĝa
he(x, x′) = − 1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 [a↓

2 (E ,−θS )]∗

v↑
e−i(k↑x−k↓x′ )e

i E
h̄ ( x

v↑ + x′
v↓ )

[a↑
2 (E ,−θS )]∗

v↓
e−i(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ )

0

⎞
⎠. (B5)

At the interface, x = 0, the anomalous Green’s functions reduce to

Ĝr
he(0, 0) = 1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 a↓

1 (E ,θS )
v↓

a↑
1 (E ,θS )

v↑
0

⎞
⎠, Ĝa

he(0, 0) = − 1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 [a↓

2 (E ,−θS )]∗

v↑
[a↑

2 (E ,−θS )]∗

v↓
0

⎞
⎠. (B6)

From the detailed balance relations within a spin sector [see Eq. (A11)], we find that if α = 0,

v↓a↑
1 (E , θS ) = ∓v↑a↑

2 (E ,−θS )

v↑a↓
1 (E , θS ) = ∓v↓a↓

2 (E ,−θS )

}
≡ vσ̄ aσ

1 (E , θS ) = ∓vσ aσ
2 (E ,−θS ), (B7)

with the minus sign for singlet and plus sign for triplet. Particle-hole symmetry, for |θS| � θc = sin−1
√

1 − X , imposes that

a↑,↓
1 (E , θS ) = ±[a↓,↑

2 (−E , θS )]∗, (B8)

which changes the spin sector. Applying this property to Eq. (B5) relates the retarded and advanced anomalous functions as
Ĝa

he(x, x′; E , θS ) = ∓[Ĝr
he(x′, x; −E ,−θS )]T . For |θS| � θc, we can combine both properties to obtain

v↓,↑a↑,↓
1 (E , θS ) = −v↑,↓[a↓,↑

1 (−E ,−θS )]∗, v↑,↓a↑,↓
2 (E , θS ) = −v↓,↑[a↓,↑

2 (−E ,−θS )]∗, (B9)

which connects the same scattering process for different spin sectors. Applying these relations to the anomalous Green’s function
at the interface, we obtain

Ĝa
he[E , θS] = ±1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 (a↓

1 )∗

v↓
(a↑

1 )∗

v↑
0

⎞
⎠[E ,−θS] = ∓1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 a↑

1
v↑

a↓
1

v↓
0

⎞
⎠[−E , θS] = 1

ih̄

⎛
⎝ 0 a↑

2
v↓

a↓
2

v↑
0

⎞
⎠[−E ,−θS]. (B10)

From Eqs. (B3) and (B5), we define the singlet and triplet components of the anomalous Green’s functions as

f r
0,3(x, x′, E , θS ) = −i

2h̄

[
a↑

1 (E , θS )

v↑
ei(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ ) ∓ a↓

1 (E , θS )

v↓
ei(k↑x−k↓x′ )e

−i E
h̄ ( x

v↑ + x′
v↓ )

]
, (B11a)

f a
0,3(x, x′, E , θS ) = ∓ i

2h̄

[
a↑

1 (−E ,−θS )

v↑
e−i(k↑x−k↓x′ )e

i E
h̄ ( x

v↑ + x′
v↓ ) ∓ a↓

1 (−E ,−θS )

v↓
e−i(k↓x−k↑x′ )e

i E
h̄ ( x

v↓ + x′
v↑ )

]
. (B11b)

The retarded and advanced functions are related by the transformation f a
0,3(x, x′; E , θS ) = ± f r

0,3(x′, x; −E ,−θS ) [cf.
Eq. (B11)], which connects the positive- and negative-energy branches, where these functions have physical meaning. To
investigate the frequency dependence of the anomalous function, we define a function equal to the retarded (advanced) anomalous
function for positive (negative) frequencies [79,81]. Assuming ε > 0, we write the energy as E = sgn(E )ε to find

f0,3(x, x′; E , θS ) =
{

f r
0,3(x, x′; ε, θS ), E > 0

− f a
0,3(x, x′; −ε, θS ), E < 0,

(B12)

where the sign for negative energies takes into account the different spin symmetrization of the advanced Green’s function. Next,
we define the even- and odd-parity parts of the anomalous function as fμ,±(E ) = [ fμ(x, x′, E , θS ) ± fμ(x′, x, E ,−θS )]/2, with
μ = 0, 3. Once the anomalous function in Eq. (B12) is fully symmetric with respect to spin and parity, it belongs to one of four
possible symmetry classes. We label the different classes by their spin state, singlet (S) or triplet (T), and their symmetry with
respect to frequency and space coordinates, even (E) or odd (O). For example, odd-frequency, singlet, odd-parity is OSO and
odd-frequency, triplet even-parity is OTE. Consequently, the spin-singlet, even-parity anomalous function reads

f0,+(x, x′, E , θS ) = i

4h̄

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

e
−i ε

h̄ ( x
v↑ + x′

v↓ )
[

a↓
1 (ε, θS )

v↓
ei(k↑x−k↓x′ ) − a↑

1 (ε,−θS )

v↑
e−i(k↑x−k↓x′ )

]

+e
−i ε

h̄ ( x
v↓ + x′

v↑ )
[

a↓
1 (ε,−θS )

v↓
e−i(k↓x−k↑x′ ) − a↑

1 (ε, θS )

v↑
ei(k↓x−k↑x′ )

], E > 0

e
−i ε

h̄ ( x
v↑ + x′

v↓ )
[

a↓
1 (ε, θS )

v↓
ei(k↑x−k↓x′ ) − a↑

1 (ε,−θS )

v↑
e−i(k↑x−k↓x′ )

]

+e
−i ε

h̄ ( x
v↓ + x′

v↑ )
[

a↓
1 (ε,−θS )

v↓
e−i(k↓x−k↑x′ ) − a↑

1 (ε, θS )

v↑
ei(k↓x−k↑x′ )

], E < 0,

(B13)
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which is the same for positive and negative energies. One can also check that f0,+(x, x′; E , θS ) = f0,+(x′, x; E ,−θS ), which
indicates that f0,+(x, x′; E , θS ) ≡ fESE(x, x′; E , θS ).

We now focus on the local anomalous function with x = x′ ≡ x0. We define the singlet and triplet Andreev scattering
amplitudes as aS,T = [a↑

1 /v↑ ∓ a↓
1 /v↓]/2 and, using the shorthand notation aα

β = (αE , βθS ), with α, β = ± and a standing for
either of aS,T , we can define the energy- and angle-symmetric parts of the amplitude a as

aEe(E ) = 1
4 [a+

+(E ) + a−
+(E ) + a+

−(E ) + a−
−(E )], aEo(E ) = 1

4 [a+
+(E ) + a−

+(E ) − a+
−(E ) − a−

−(E )], (B14a)

aOe(E ) = 1
4 [a+

+(E ) − a−
+(E ) + a+

−(E ) − a−
−(E )], aOo(E ) = 1

4 [a+
+(E ) − a−

+(E ) − a+
−(E ) + a−

−(E )]. (B14b)

Here, the index aE ,O (ae,o) labels the even and odd parts of the amplitude with respect to the energy (angle). We can now
apply the condition in Eq. (B9) to the singlet and triplet amplitudes and find that aS (E , θS ) = a∗

S (−E ,−θS ) and aT (E , θS ) =
−a∗

T (−E ,−θS ), explicitly,

aS,T (E , θS ) = a↑(E , θS )

2v↑
∓ a↓(E , θS )

2v↓
[Eq. (B9)]= −a∗

↓(−E ,−θS )

2v↓
± a∗

↑(−E ,−θS )

2v↑
= ±a∗

S,T (−E ,−θS ). (B15)

Expressing the singlet and triplet amplitudes in terms of the energy- and angle-symmetric ones, we find

aS (E , θS ) = aEe
S + aOe

S + aEo
S + aOo

S , (B16)

a∗
S (−E ,−θS ) = (

aEe
S

)∗ − (
aOe

S

)∗ − (
aEo

S

)∗ + (
aOo

S

)∗
, (B17)

aT (E , θS ) = aEe
T + aOe

T + aEo
T + aOo

T , (B18)

−a∗
T (−E ,−θS ) = −(

aEe
T

)∗ + (
aOe

T

)∗ + (
aEo

T

)∗ − (
aOo

T

)∗
. (B19)

Then, using Eq. (B15) and the fact that the symmetric amplitudes are linearly independent, we find that

aEe
S = (

aEe
S

)∗
, aOo

S = (
aOo

S

)∗
, aOe

T = (
aOe

T

)∗
, aEo

T = (
aEo

T

)∗
, (B20)

and these amplitudes are thus real. Analogously, we have that

aOe
S = −(

aOe
S

)∗
, aEo

S = −(
aEo

S

)∗
, aEe

T = −(
aEe

T

)∗
, aOo

T = −(
aOo

T

)∗
, (B21)

and these amplitudes are thus purely imaginary. Therefore, when necessary, we can change the purely imaginary amplitudes as
a = iā, with ā real. We show an example of the angle dependence of the fully symmetric scattering amplitudes in Fig. 7. The
region between the dashed vertical gray lines corresponds to |θS| � θc, where Eqs. (B20) and (B21) are valid. Using Eq. (B14),
the local singlet components reduce to

fESE(E ) = −i

2h̄
e
−i εx0

h̄v↑v↓

(
v↑+v↓

){(
aEe

S + aOe
S

)
cos[(k↑ − k↓)x0] − i

(
aEe

T + aOe
T

)
sin[(k↑ − k↓)x0], E > 0(

aEe
S + aOe

S

)
cos[(k↑ − k↓)x0] − i

(
aEe

T + aOe
T

)
sin[(k↑ − k↓)x0], E < 0,

(B22)

fOSO(E ) = −i

2h̄
e
−i εx0

h̄v↑v↓

(
v↑+v↓

){(
aEo

S + aOo
S

)
cos[(k↑ − k↓)x0] − i

(
aEo

T + aOo
T

)
sin[(k↑ − k↓)x0], E > 0

−(
aEo

S + aOo
S

)
cos[(k↑ − k↓)x0] + i

(
aEo

T + aOo
T

)
sin[(k↑ − k↓)x0], E < 0,

(B23)

which fulfill the appropriate symmetries with respect to frequency and parity. Analogous expressions can be obtained for the
triplet components. Interestingly, each symmetry class has a singlet-triplet mixing term proportional to sin[(k↑ − k↓)x0], which
is zero for any x0 if k↑ = k↓, i.e., for N-I-S and N-Fi-S junctions.

At the interface with x0 = 0, we find

f int
ESE =

{− i
2h̄

(
aEe

S + aOe
S

) = − i
h̄ [aS (ε, θS ) + aS (ε,−θS )], E > 0

− i
2h̄

(
aEe

S + aOe
S

) = − i
h̄ [aS (ε, θS ) + aS (ε,−θS )], E < 0,

(B24a)

f int
OSO =

{− i
2h̄

(
aEo

S + aOo
S

) = − i
h̄ [aS (ε, θS ) − aS (ε,−θS )], E > 0

+ i
2h̄

(
aEo

S + aOo
S

) = + i
h̄ [aS (ε, θS ) − aS (ε,−θS )], E < 0,

(B24b)

f int
ETO =

{− i
2h̄

(
aEo

T + aOo
T

) = − i
h̄ [aT (ε, θS ) − aT (ε,−θS )], E > 0

− i
2h̄

(
aEo

T + aOo
T

) = − i
h̄ [aT (ε, θS ) − aT (ε,−θS )], E < 0,

(B24c)

f int
OTE =

{− i
2h̄

(
aEe

T + aOe
T

) = − i
h̄ [aT (ε, θS ) + aT (ε,−θS )], E > 0

+ i
2h̄

(
aEe

T + aOe
T

) = + i
h̄ [aT (ε, θS ) + aT (ε,−θS )], E < 0.

(B24d)
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FIG. 7. Fully symmetric (a), (b) singlet and (c), (d) triplet Andreev amplitudes as a function of the angle θS . Real and imaginary parts
are plotted with solid and dashed lines, respectively. The vertical gray dashed lines mark the value of θc. In all cases, the superconductor has
two-dimensional dxy + is-wave pairing, with �1 = 0.80, and the junction parameters are X = 0.5, T = 0, Z0 = 3, and Zm = 0.

APPENDIX C: CONNECTION TO THE THERMOELECTRIC CURRENT

We now connect the previous results to the thermoelectric current. We focus on the Andreev contribution to Eq. (16), which
is equal to the total current in the cases discussed in the main text. First, the Andreev conductance is given by

σA = RN〈P↑λ↑|a1↑|2 + P↓λ↓|a1↓|2〉k‖ = RN〈v↑v↓
(|aS|2 + |aT |2 + 2XRe{aSa∗

T })〉k‖ , (C1)

and the thermoelectric current is

IA = 1

eRN

∫ ∞

−∞
dE δ f

∑
σ=↑,↓

〈Pσ λσ

∣∣aσ
1 (E , θS )

∣∣2〉k‖ = 1

eRN

∫ ∞

0
dE δ f

∑
σ=↑,↓

〈Pσ λσ

[∣∣aσ
1 (E , θS )

∣∣2 − ∣∣aσ
1 (−E , θS )

∣∣2]〉k‖

= 1

eRN

∫ ∞

0
dE δ f 〈v↑v↓

[|aS (E , θS )|2 − |aS (−E , θS )|2 + |aT (E , θS )|2 − |aT (−E , θS )|2

+2XRe{aS (E , θS )a∗
T (E , θS ) − aS (−E , θS )a∗

T (−E , θS )}]〉k‖ , (C2)

where we have used that a↑,↓
1 = v↑,↓(aT ± aS ) from the definition of the singlet and triplet components, λσ = vσ̄ /vσ , and P↑(↓) =

[1 + (−)X ]/2. It is clear in Eqs. (C1) and (C2) that a finite polarization (X �= 0) couples the spin-singlet and -triplet states,
resulting in a new contribution to the current.

We can now identify the scattering amplitudes with the anomalous Green’s function described above. First, we note that the
virtual Andreev processes do not contribute to the current and thus the angle average is limited to |θS| � θc. Using Eqs. (B14),
(B20), and (B21), we can write the scattering amplitudes in the absence of virtual processes as follows:

aS (E ) = aEe
S + aOe

S + aEo
S + aOo

S = (
aEe

S + iāOe
S

) + (
aOo

S + iāEo
S

) ≡ 2ih̄ f int
ESE + 2ih̄ f int

OSO, (C3a)

aS (−E ) = aEe
S − aOe

S + aEo
S − aOo

S = (
aEe

S − iāOe
S

) − (
aOo

S − iāEo
S

) ≡ 2ih̄
(

f int
ESE

)∗ − 2ih̄
(

f int
OSO

)∗
, (C3b)

aT (E ) = aEe
T + aOe

T + aEo
T + aOo

T = (
aOe

T + iāEe
T

) + (
aEo

T + iāOo
T

) ≡ 2ih̄ f int
OTE + 2ih̄ f int

ETO, (C3c)

aT (−E ) = aEe
T − aOe

T + aEo
T − aOo

T = −(
aOe

T − iāEe
T

) + (
aEo

T − iāOo
T

) ≡ −2ih̄
(

f int
OTE

)∗ + 2ih̄
(

f int
ETO

)∗
, (C3d)
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where we have used that the amplitudes aEe
S , aOo

S , aEo
T , and aOe

T are real, while the rest are purely imaginary and thus can be recast
as a = iā; cf. Eqs. (B20) and (B21).

Inserting Eq. (C3) into Eqs. (C1) and (C2), the Andreev conductance reads

σA = RN〈v↑v↓
(| fESE + fOSO|2 + | fETO + fOTE|2 + 2XRe{( fESE + fOSO)( fETO + fOTE)∗})〉k‖ , (C4)

and the current becomes

IA = 16h̄2

eRN

∫ ∞

0
dE δ f Re

(〈
v↑v↓

{(
f int
ESE

)∗
f int
OSO + (

f int
ETO

)∗
f int
OTE + X

[(
f int
ESE

)∗
f int
OTE + (

f int
ETO

)∗
f int
OSO

]}〉
k‖

)
. (C5)

The angle average of the product of functions of opposite parity in the same spin state should be zero, i.e., 〈 f ∗
ESE fOSO〉k‖ =

〈 f ∗
ETO fOTE〉k‖ = 0, unless the rotational symmetry is broken by α �= 0. That is not the case for the products of different spin

states, 〈 f ∗
ESE fOTE〉θS and 〈 f ∗

ETO fOSO〉θS , which then result in the thermoelectric current for F-I-S junctions even when α = 0.
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